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Mr. Chairman,members of the committee,thank you for this opportunityto
speak with you this morning on the issue of scienceand policy priorities in
global change research. This hearing is particularlytimely, as the USGCRP is
currentlyundergoing significantrestructuringand the committeehas the
opportunityto influencethat process.

I shall begin my remarks by characterizingcertainaspects of the Global
Change Research Programof the U.S. Government,and its relevanceto the short
and medium term needs of policymakers in the public and private sectors. I
shall addresssome of the difficultiesinherent in the scienceand policy
interfaceon the issues of global change. Finally, I shall offer some
proposalsfor improvingthe science for policy process in the context of
global environmentalchange.

Global Change and the USGCRP

Global environmentalchange is a broad topic, lt encompassesglobal commons
issues where the action of one nation may directly affect the welfare of all,
for example, greenhousegas emissionsor ocean pollution, lt also may include
the cumulativeeffect of activitiesthat have become so widespreadthat they
must be viewed as components of a global system that influencesthe way we
live on our planet. Examplesof this class of global environmentalchange may
includesuch diverse activitiesas internationaltrade in several kinds of
waste and contaminationof water resourcesby agriculturalchemicals. Also,
it is generallyagreed that, in additionto large spatialdistribution,global
change issues have time scales ranging from decadesto centuries°

A comprehensiveglobal change research programwould be concernedwith this
whole range of issues,exploringtheir interconnectionswithin a frameworkof
sustainabledevelopment. An irtegratedapproach is importantbecauseglobal
changes are occurring,not in isolation,but as a result of worldwideeconomic
and social development. In contrastwith this vision, it is fair to say that
to date, the USGCRP has focused almost exclusivelyon changes in the earth's
atmosphereand their potential consequences°

Furthermore,the USGCRP is overwhelminglya natural science program focussed
on basic earth systemsprocesses. The EconomicsProgram is an afterthought,
admitted to the program largelybecause the previousAdministrationwas
concernedto emphasizethe potentialcosts of measures to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions.

The USGCRP program summary "Our Changing Planet," places considerableemphasis
on policy relevanceand supportingthe needs of decision makers°

The U.S. Global Change Research Program (USGCRP)was conceivedand
developedto be policy-relevant,and hence, to supportthe needs of the
United States and other nationsto address significantuncertaintiesin
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knowledge concerning the natural and human-induced changes now occurring
in the Earth's life _ustaining environmental envelope.

However, the resource allocations provided in the document indicate that the
USGCRPis really a basic science program (Figure I). This judgment is likely
to be strengthened when the actual agency expenditures and research products
are scrutinized. Many components of the USGCRPare high-quality projects that
may substantially adv_hce the state of the art in various scientific fields.
lt is equally clear that tnese studies have had only a tenuous connection to
the present needs of public and private decision makers. Indeed, apart from a
small pilot study conducted by my fellow panel member Chris Bernabo/Hadi
Dowlatabati and a tiny number of detailed interviews conducted by Granger
Morgan and his associates, there has been no systematic effort even to discern
the real needs policy makers have for information from a global change
research program.

The most significant policy impact of the USGCRPto date has been one that was
not intended by the scientific authors of the program. Their very proper
expressions of significant scientific uncertainty have been invoked frequently
to argue for a "fools rush in" approach to climate policy rather than a
"stitch in time" approach. But what can policy makers really expect of
science in even a decade? Recently re-reading Svante Arrhenius' original
paper from 1896,3 it struck me that our understanding of the big picture
facts about the greenhouse effect has not changed substantially in 93 years.
lt is not reasonable to expect a basic research program such as the USGCRPto
make direct contributions to the formulation and evaluation of policy
responses to global change in the short to the medium term, by which I mean
anything up to two or three decades_

Perhaps it is a mistake for us to expect the natural sciences to provide the
sort of certainty that would eliminate political controversy. For example,
the National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program (NAPAP)dealt with a set of
issues that were admittedly elusive, but far more tractable than global
change. After a decade of research, NAPAPdelivered a technical smorgasbord
from which various concerned parties could select the science to support their
existing policy preferences.

The best science-driven analysis may not provide policy makers with the type
of information they need to inform decision making, or the information may
require extensive interpretation that permits scientists to introduce their
own implicit policy preferences. Similarly, the kind of information required
by policy makers may seem to a scientist to lack rigor. To take but one
illustration, the results of most climate impact assessments have not been
expressed in terms that are useful to decision makers, but rather in the
traditional biophysical units that are used in scientific disciplines --

2Our Changing Planet: The FY 1993 U.S. Global Change Research Program,
p.3

3"On the Influence of Carbonic Acid in the Air upon the Temperature of
the Ground", Philosophical Magazine, S.5, Vo]. 41, No. 251, April 1896.
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changes in forest biomass per unit area, changes in crop yield, and changes in
stream runoff. Such informationmay be of interest to a technicalaudience,
but decision makers may find it difficultto relate this to decisionsthey
must make about whether to grant zoning variances, fund infrastructure,or
subsidizeagriculturalprices•

Scientists often have difficulty acceptingthat the requirementsof useable
knowledgefor policy frequentlyare different (not necessarilyworse or
better) from the criteria of excellence in pure science,just as the canons of
legal and scientificproof differ. On the other hand, policy makers often
have difficulty articulatingresearchgoals for scientiststhat are both
realisticand useful. In addition,policy makers often do not understandthe
limitationsof the present knowledgebase, or that researchto reduce some
kinds of uncertaintyprobably could not be completedbefore the climate has
changed•

The underlyingphilosophyof the USGCRP has been "gettingthe scienceright,"
on the assumption (statedor unstated)that we cannot develop sound policy
without substantiallyreducing scientificuncertaintyabout basic earth system
science processes. This idea has been elaborated as the "cascadeof
uncertainty,"the notion that uncertaintiesinherent in our understandingof
basic earth systemsare exacerbatedby uncertaintiesover emissions(see
Figure 2). In turn, this situationmakes anticipationof impactseven more
uncertain,especiallyin the context of global socioeconomicuncertainty. By
the time these uncertaintiesare includedin the considerationof policy
responses,uncertaintyis so great that rational action becomesalmost
impossible.

The logic of this view is that ideallyeach area of cot_cernwould be
investigatedsequentiallyso as to providea sound foundationfor our
understandingof the next. If our goal is driven by the _,asicscience
motivation to perfect our knowledge,then this logic of uncertaintyreduction
has some merit. However, from a policy perspectivewe are concernedwith
managing uncertainty. Reducing uncertaintyis only one of severalalternative
strategiesfor management,perhaps an unappealingstrategyif the stakes are
perceivedas high and the reductiontime as long-term.

In any case, it is a mistaketo suppose that the reductionof scientific
uncertaintywill necessarilyresolve conflictsover policy. Figure 3
illustratesthe relationshipbetween scientificuncertaintyand societal
decision stakes as factors shaping social decision strategies. Global change
issues tend to cluster in the top right of this figure, the realm of political
decision making. Reducing scientificuncertaintywithout simultaneously
reducing the decision stakes (addressingwinners and losers across a broad
range of monetary and non-monetarybenefits and costs) still leaves us in the
domain of politicalcontroversybased on stakeholderinterestsand world views
about the relativevulnerabilityof economiesand ecosystems. This figure
also warns us that we do not move out of the realm of politicaldecision
making merely by reducing specific uncertainties,for there will always be new
uncertaintiesto which the basic debate over alternativepaths for human
developmentand environmentalprotectionwill be transfe_red.



Furthermore, it is misleading to suppose that basic knowledge of natural
systems is a necessary precondition of sound stewardship policies. If I were
traveling on a bus that was operating in an unsafe manner, the first thing I
would do is to check out the driver. Improving my understanding of the
internal combustion engine and hydraulic braking systems would be a longer
term priority. Yet the logic of "getting the science right" would have me
reach for the service manual before checking the health or fitness of the
driver.

Global environmental change is not so much a problem to be solved as an
evolving context in which life's decisions must be made. Global change is a
matter of such complexity that we should not expect unambiguous guidance from
science about the kinds of tradeoffs of human and environmental welfare that
we will have to make. There will be no technological magic bullet for
sustainable development to get us off the hook; we are in this for the long
haul. Adjustment of policy makers' expectations of what science can tell us
in a foreseeable timeframe may be as important to developing usable science
for policy as the design of any research program.

The notion that global change is not a problem to be conquered by science but
a condition under which we must make decisions may be a hard pill for us to
swallow. Science in American political culture has always been viewed as a
problem-solving activity that can be harnessed to politically defined goals.
Science has scored some spectacular successes. Smallpox has been eradicated,
The U.S. has put a man on the moon. In other cases, progress has been slow
and success elusive; we are still fighting the war on cancer declared by
President Nixon. If we want to make the best use of the information that
natural science can offer, we need to build the social science component of
the USGCRP.

Even an ideal natural science program can only assist policy makers to the
extent of setting goals, such as stabilizing the earth's atmosphere at a
certain level of greenhouse gas concentrations. The natural scientists can
tell us nothing about how societies achieve those goals or about the tradeoffs
we may choose or be forced to make between those goals and other societal
objectives. This is the domain of social science research, which is

represented in the USGCRPsolely by an Economics Program budgeted at about $20
million over the last four years. This sounds like a lot of money until it
is contrasted with the $629 million budgeted for basic earth systems research
in 1993 alone. Even allowing that social science technologies and instruments
tend to be much cheaper than those of natural science, the fact that natural
science research cannot, even in principle, resolve the societal issues of
climate change without significantly improved understanding of the human side
of the equation speaks fo_- a reexamination of our research priorities and a
greatly increased focus on the human dimensions of global change.

Pol icy-Driven Research

4 The HumanInteractions component of the program is largely a misnomer
as it primarilydesignatesthe biochemicalcomponentsof agriculturalactivity
and such.
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If global change is to be a fact of life, we need to supplement the basic
research approach with a policy-driven program aimed explicitly at realizable
societal goals. The question is not, "Should we do science or should we do
policy?" but how to create an activity we might call "science for policy" and
how to define its relationship to basic science research on the one hand and
to the business of actually making policy decisions on the other.

Science for policy requires a reflexive approach to both science and policy
making that is entirely missing from the USGCRP. Studies would focus on
issues such as the contrasting motivations of scientists and policy makers
discussed above. Science for policy studies also would examine preferences
and criteria for selecting theories, models, and data, as well as the way in
which science and policy inquiries are shaped by institutions. The tangible
benefits of such studies would be to clarify for scientists the expectations
of policy makers and vice versa.

Science and policy studies have the potential to help devise selection
criteria to focus research where it can provide useable knowledge for decision
makers. Such selectivity is already exercised in current research, but not
consistently. Although policy makers may select the gross fields of study
(e.g., agricultural impacts or sea level rise), scientific preferences rather
than policy needs tend to determine the choice of specific studies within
these fields.

The development of selection criteria should be consistent with the
informationneeded for investmentand operatingdecisions in both the public
and private sectors, and also should recognizethe capabilitiesand
limitationsof currentscientificdata, methods, and theories. When applied,
the criteria should give higher priority to researchthat has a strong
likelihoodof improvinginformationcritical to decisionsthat are moderately
sensitiveto environmentalchange (see Figure 4). If a decision is shown to
be robust in the face of climate perturbations,then significantreductionsin
uncertaintyabout climate impactsare unlikelyto affect the qualityof the
decision, and the value of the research for policy making (althoughnot
necessarilyfor science) is correspondinglylower.

If a decision is expectedto be highly sensitiveto uncertainglobal
environmentalchanges,then extensivescientificefforts during the period in
which the decision must be made are unlikely to improve it, especiallyif it
involves very high stakes. Such investmentsare likely to be avoidedon the
basis of the precautionaryprincipleor, if they cannot be avoided, are
properlymade as explicit politicalchoices rather than technical,scientific,
or economic decisions. The decision sciencesare faced with the task of
devising socially resilientstrategies for such sensitivedecisionsthat must
be made where informationis unavailableor highly uncertain.

In these ways, sciencefor policy studies would provide a capabilityfor the
continuousevaluation of the USGCRP from both basic science and policy science
objectives. Studies such as these are an integralpart of other countries'
global change research programs, includingthose of the United Kingdom and



Sweden. In the U.S., these issueshave been all but ignored,even by those
responsiblefor identifyinga human dimensions of global change agenda,s

An authenticpolicy-drivenprogram for global change research would start from
a decisionmaker's perspective, lt is importantto recognize that we must be
concernedwith a wide range of decision makers, not just those responsiblefor
federalpolicy making. For example, it is possiblethat we will experience
patterns of climate changeduring the next 30 to 50 years, a time span
comparableto the duration of many public and privatedecisions. Investment
decisionsfor power plants and transportationinfrastructureare perhapsthe
most obviousexamples of long-liveddecisions, but local zoning decisionsalso
have long-livedimpacts. Many decisions of private firms to invest in
facilitiesto extractor harvestnatural resourcesare long-lived. Similarly,
decisionsthat various levelsof government make today about how to deliver
servicesand what kind of activitiesto encourageor discourage throughtax,
trade, research,or other policy will have long-termimplications.
Global environmentalchange is caused by literallyinnumerabledecisionsmade
at local and regional levels. Yet, research into these decisions that are
human driving forces of globalchange is missing from the USGCRP. Fundamental
issues of human needs and wants, demand for goods and services,the relative
importanceof populationsize and expectationsof welfare improvements,and
economic and institutionalbarriersto the diffusionand adoption of
technologicalinnovationwould all be priority topics for an authenticpolicy-
driven research program.

The decisionsthat will amelioratechange or help cope with impacts also will
have to be implementedat local or regional levels. As illustratedby Figure
5, very few people have the luxuryof thinking about long time scales and
geographicreach. A criticalcomponentof a policy-drivenapproachwill be to
identifythe kinds of informationthat might change decisions at the local and
regional level. In this way we can encouragepeople to act globally even
while thinking locally. The elicitationof informationneeds requires
sophisticatedsocial sciencemethods that should be incorporatedinto the
program.

The importanceof identifyingsuch a broad range of decision makers is
emphasizedby Table i, which identifiesexamplesof two types of social and
environmentalvulnerability. The first list consists of possible,but highly
uncertainlong-term secularchangesthat are widely discussed in the climate
impactsliterature. At this stage, narrowing uncertaintyabout the
probabilityand extent of such changes probably should be part of a basic
research program in global change. The second list consists of various
emergency-typeevents we may realisticallyexpect to see as much shorterterm
precursorsof climatechange. Note that many of these emergencieswill hit
nongovernmentaldecisionmakers first.

s See, for example, the Global EnvironmentalChange,Understandingthe
Human Dimensions report of the National ResearchCouncil (WashingtonD.C.,
1992 and my review of that report i,',EnvironmentVol. 34, No. 7: 25-28,
September 1992.
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Interestingly, we do not have to narrow the uncertainties about the
probability and extent of the second class of impacts to justify research on
how to cope with them. They are happening all over the world right now,
largely as a consequence of policies conceived and executed in isolation from
one another. Examples include the growth of megacities and the relocation of
populations to vulnerable regions through government programs in Amazonia, the
Indonesian Coast, and the Sahel. Bangladesh already loses hundreds of
thousands of lives due to periodic storm events comparable in force to
Hurricane Andrew. A policy-driven research program would directly address the
combination of engineering, natural science, economic, and social science that
is required to reduce current misery while equipping humanity to resolve
future problems.

Essentially, global change is an issue, not of life on the planet, but of the
quality of that life. For the geographically exposed poor, the issue is more
likely to involve sickness, destitution, and death (e.g., Bangladesh).
However, even the world's wealthy are liable to suffer loss of home,
community, and investment in infrastructure (e.g., Hurricane Andrew). There
is an urgent need for research on the means to lighten the stresses humans
place on both their environment and their society, just as we would lighten
the load on a shaky but indispensable bridge while conducting a long-term
inspection to detect and rectify its structural faults. Neither closing the
bridge completely while we await the inspection report nor ignoring the
warning signs and proceeding at full capacity are attractive options. Yet
comparable options are characteristic of the present debate precisely because
pf the way both sides focus on uncertainties in the basic science as the
justification for their contrasting policy positions.

An Example: Policy-Driven Impact Analysis (PDIA)

Studies of vulnerability and of human drivers can be brought together in PDIA,
a framework for decision makers to examine contingencies in their investment
and operations decisions. PDIA begins with decision makers' problems and
seeks to elucidate the sensitivity of their decisions to a range of potential
impacts. Policy-driven emphasizes providing information useful for policy
makers (e.g., government officials, planners, citizen groups). The phrase
also stresses the need for the science of global change to collect data and
create new knowledge that is also useful for policy makers, rather than being
driven by questions that are of interest to scientific disciplines and
subdisciplines but may have little relevance in policy analyses. Impact
analysis refers to the need for policy analysis to evaluate the effects of
events upon various socioeconomic systems and the subsequent effects of human
interventions. With respect to global climate change, this requires that
impacts of changes in climate be related directly to impacts upon
socioeconomic systems that policy makers deem important, and that policy
makers have some potential to prevent, ameliorate, control, or otherwise plan
for these impacts.

The starting point for a policy-driven impact analysis is the decision making
unit that originates and/or implements the policy under consideration.
Initially we can identify at least three categories of decision makers for
whom PDIA would be useful:
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• The federalgovernment,especiallythe Departmentsof Energy,
Commerce,Agriculture,Interior,Transportation,and Housing and Urban
Development,plus the FederalEnergy RegulatoryCommission,and the
CongressionalCommittees havingoversight for these agencies.

• State and local government,includingstate governors,state
counterpartsof the federal agencieslisted above, public utility
commissions,county commissions,and mayors or city managers.

• At least six major types of activity in the private sector:public
utilities(particularlyelectricity,water and sewage,and natural
gas); transportation;acricultureand forestry;manufacturing',through
major industrialassociations);oil and minerals; and residentialand
commercialbuildings.

Each category participatesin planningfor investmentsand operationsover
long planning horizons. The time scales can vary even within a single
industry accordin_to the decision involved,the organizationalculture of the
decisionmaker, and national regulatoryenvironment in which it operates. For
example, some U.S. oil companies now regard five years as a long-termhorizon,
while some European oil companies such as the Shell group build scenarios of
the global economythat extend well into the 21st century.

All analysts and decision makers base their recommendationsand actions on
expectationsof the future. Most naively,they may simply extrapolatefrom
current trends,much as electric utilitysystems planners once projected
future load growth from current consumption° Alternatively,many activities
use more sophisticatedmodels. These models commonly make assumptionsabout
changes in demographicpatterns (size,composition,and distributionof
population),socioeconomictransformations(technology,spendingpower,
compositionof economic sectors, internationalcomparativeadvantagein
resources),and governmenz policies (regulation,taxation, internationaltrade
policy.)

Historically,all such modeling activitieshave assumedcontinuity in the
large-scalenaturalenvironment. Even those that consider seasonalor other
periodic fluctuationsassume no changes in the underlyingperiod or its
effects. To the extent that analystshave considered changingenvironmental
conditions,they have treated them as outcomes of implementingplanned
activities,rather than as constraintsor opportunitiesimpingingupon the
original conditionsconsidered by the planner. This is the provinceof
environmentalimpact analysis.

A key element of PD!A is to rely upon methods now used in sectoraldecision
making, but to add environmentalconditionsto the variablessuch as capital,
technologicalchange, demographics,and regulatory constraintsthat must be
specifiedto conduct the analysis. By making assumptionsabout the natural
environment an explicit part of the Rlanning process, we can examine how
changes in the environmentalvariablesmight affect investmentor operating
decisions. These analyses would be informedby a range of plausibleclimate
scenarios for any given geographicallocation and time scale. The analyses
would not be predictionsof the future,but sensitivityanalysesto determine



whether decisions may be robust or vulnerable to potential climate impacts
over the lifetime of a given investment. Similarly, by making assumptions
about the environment explicit, the analyst or decision maker could alter
other variables to see how changing the decision might compensate for climate
variability. Examples might include overbuilding infrastructure in
anticipation of sea level rise, or changing patterns of water impoundment and
release in existing hydroelectric and irrigation systems to respond to changes
in precipitation.

For example, because power plants are expensive, take several years to build,
and have long operation lifetimes (four to five decades), utilities use a
variety of sophisticated planning models. These models include load
forecasting, capacity expansion, production costing, and financial analysis.

The load forecasting models estimate the future demands for electric energy
and the peak demands likely to be imposed on the utility. Annual electricity
(GWh) and peak demand (MW) are usually computed for individual customer
classes (e.g., residential, commercial, and industrial) and sometimes for
individual end uses (e.g., lighting, space conditioning).The capacity
expansion models help utility planners decide on the type, size, and timing of
new power plant additions. These models are often optimization models that
automatically identify the least-cost mix of power plants. These models
identify capacity additions that best fit the existing power-supply system and
the temporal patterns of customer electricity use, assessing plants with
different capital and operating costs. Recent models, in particular the EGEAS
model developed for the Electric Power Research Institute by the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, incorporate demand-side management programs into the
capacity expansion algorithm.

Production costing models simulate the hour-by-hour dispatch of a utility's
mix of power plants. These models are used to identify the most economical
way to operate plants to meet the time-varying demands for electricity during
a year. These models also show the outputs from individual power plants at
differentlevels of temporal aggregation.

Finally,the financialplanningmodels take outputs from the other models and
compute income statements,balance sheets, and other financialinformationfor
the utility. These models help plannersdecide on the financialfeasibility
of differentexpansionplans. These resultsare also importantinputs to rate
making (setting electricityprices).

| Ideally, thesemodels should be sensitiveto changes in the climate and show
how the utility'soperationsaffect the global environment. Many models can
readily handle the second issue; it is straightforwardto convertestimatesof
fossil-fuelconsumptionfrom the productioncostingmodel into estimatesof
emissionsof carbon dioxide. However, the models generallydo not incorporate
variablesthat show how changes in the climatewould affect decisionsto
acquiregenerating resourcesor to operate a utility system. For example,
utilitymodels do not account for the effectsof climate change on:

• effects of changes in summer and winter temperatureson the demand for
electricityfor air conditioningand for space heating,



• output from hydroelectricfacilities,which would be affected by
precipitationregime,or

• heat rates and outage rates for power plants that use lake and river
waters for condensercooling,which would be affectedby temperature
of surface waters.

Similar kinds of models exist for decision making in transportation,town and
regional planning,macroeconomicdecision making, and other activities.

The analysesto be performedin PDIAs will be specific to the type of
investmentor operatingdecisionto be made, the role of the decision maker in
the politicalor economic system as a whole, and the region in which the
decision is implemented. However,many decisionsmust be made within each
region, and the developmentof background informationabout climate, possible
changes, and possible responsesof resourcesto climatewill be needed for
each analysis. Integratedregionalresource assessmentswould be a key
componentof a system of policy-drivenimpact assessment;they would provide a
context of climate change and resource response in which to conduct
sectorally-and temporally-specificanalyses using the investmentand
operationdecision making models discussed above. However,the state-of-the-
art in integratedregional assessmentsis limited by some of the
methodologicaland other shortcomingsnoted earlierfor resource response
mo,ieling. Improvementsare needed especially in the following:

• linkingmodels of different,but interconnectedresource sectorsthat
may operate on differenttemporal and spatial scales

• applying the results of models across temporal and spatial scales

• representingthe mechanismsby which resource sectors respondto
climate change

• making the best use of availableclimatemodels to provide plausible
ranges of inputs

• accountingfor consciousadaptation by human populationsas they
experience climate change

• representingthe mechanismsby which a region respondsto changes in
other regions that are not part of the assessment.

Eventually,PDIA could be conductedusing a decision supportsystem (DSS) that
combines sectorally-specificdecisionmodels and integratedregional
assessments (see Figure 6). The DSS would provide automatedsupportto policy
makers at various levels of governmentand within differentkinds of major
institutionssuch as utilities,to assess the impactsof global climate change
and to create and evaluate policy options to meet these challenges. The
purposeof such a system would net be to predict the futureor to automatethe
decision making process; rather, it would be to facilitatehuman decision
making by displayingranges of options, costs, and consequencpsunder carrying
assumptionsabout the future, includinggreat uncertaintyaboL,_its climate.
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Researchconcepts like PDIA provide opportunitiesto bring together regional
economicand environmentalimpact analysiswith decision theoreticconcepts in
an integratedmachine environmentusing advancedvisualizationfor
presentationof informationin a form that actually relatesto real decisions
of real people.

InstitutionalIssues for Implementinga Policy-DrivenProgram

I have identifiedsome characteristicsand priorities for a policy-
driven research program in global change that would bring the science and
policy worlds closer together in answeringthe real needs of decisionmakers
at many levels of society. One obvious institutionalquestion is where should
such a program be located? This is a delicate problem. If the policy-driven
program is to evaluate the basic program, should both be incorporatedunder
the USGCRP or should they be independent? On balance, I would favor location
of both programs under a single USGCRP umbrella,provided certainchanges are
made in the USGCRP. These would have to includean explicit mandate and
sufficientresourcesfor the policy and decision sciences to participateas
crediblepartners in the policy-drivenprogram. If this conditionis not met,
it is inevitablethat the programwill continue to providenatural science
answersto policy questions.

lt is possible that the new AssessmentsWorking Group of the USGCRP could
fulfillthis function. However, a conditionof its success in doing so
depends on its abilityto shed the legacy of the Mitigation and Response
Strategies (MARS)Working Group to which it is a successor. MARS was
condemnedto inactionby both externaland internal failings,includingan
ill-definedmandate, absenceof support from the Administration,lack of
support from the basic science componentsof the USGCRP, lack of financial
resources, inabilityto define a vision for itself, and lack of leadership.

I cannot express enthusiasm for completelynew institutionssuch as the
proposedNational Institutesfor the Environment. There is no reason to
supposethat an NIE would be any less prone to the dominanceof big science
than the USGCRP has been. Also, such drastic institutionalinnovationsoften
end up as a shell game in which scarce resourcesthat could supportresearch
get lost in the bureaucraticshuffle.

In consideringthe future role of the National Laboratories,the Committeemay
wish to explore the opportunitiesthat exist in the broad mission Labs. Oak
Ridge, PacificNorthwest Laboratory,Lawrence Berkeley,and Argonne have the
interdisciplinarytraditionsand the culture of policy-drivenresearch that
would be required to make the vision of policy-drivenresearch I have
described here a reality. These Labs have significantsocial science
capabilitiesin anthropology,agriculturaleconomics,economics,epidemiology,
geography, informationscience,law, politicalscience, phychology,resource
and land-use planning,sociology,and transportationplanning, in addition to
the natural sciencecapabilitiesthey currentlycontributeto the USGCRP.
National Lab scholars in these fields also have the benefit of extensive
experience in interdisciplinaryresearchon energy and environmentissues.
Many have publishedor contributedto significantresearchon aspects of

11
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global environmentalchange as diverse as energy/land-useemissionsmodeling,
internationalnegotiations,policy making and implementation,land-usechange,
energy technology penetration,regional and global development,human health
impactsof elevated UVB, and global environmentalperception. What the
NationalLabs and the agenciesthat fund their researchclearly lack at
present is a collective institutionalmemory that facilitateslong-term
learningand reduces redundancy in all aspectsof their policy-relevant
research,not just on global change.

lt is equally clear that the Labs alone do not begin to approachthe
specializedcapabilitiesuniversitieshave in many of the areas of naturaland
policy sciencethat would be required. While the Labs are consummate
interdisciplinaryweavers, they also depend on university scholarsto spin the
disciplinarythreads, especially in social sciences. Clearly, effortsto
develop an authenticpolicy-drivenresearchprogram for global change would
benefit from removal of the many financialand institutionalobstaclesthat
currently impede effectivecollaborationbetweenuniversitiesand National
Laboratoriesin the social sciences,where budgetstend to be smallerand time
frames for research much shorterthan in big science.

Finally, it must be concededthat in many areas, the social sciencesrequirea
basic research counterpartto a policy-drivenprogram,just as the natural
scienceswill continue to support a policy-drivenprogram with a basic science
effort. Support for university-basedsocial scientiststo develop
methodologicalcapabilitiesand to expand the knowledgebase of social science
aspectsof global change would be an essentialingredientof a well-rounded
program. This could be achieved through expansionof the human dimensionsof
global change program at NSF. Overall, the goal should be to strengthen
existing institutionsin what they already do well and improvecommunication
and collaborationamong them through a policy-drivenresearch program.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I would be pleased to answer questions.
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Figure 5. Human Perspectives On Time and Space
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